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a 1999 los angeles times best book deluxe edition with never before seen recovered
chapters los angeles 1967 with gleaming detail and blinding precision lou mathews freeze
frames a hidden corner of l a s outlaw culture in the moments before it becomes extinct
the heart of the culture is the drive in where street racers meet to challenge their rivals
and place their bets this world comes to life after dark lit by headlights and street lamps a
moveable feast of drag races peopled with its own lost generation young men and women
who have left high school but have no thoughts of college drifting from one dead end job
to another supplementing their income through thieving doing the occasional stint in
prison and reluctantly entering the armed services when there is nothing else left they live
and sometimes die for the excitement the danger the money of racing in the world of drag
racing fleeting and bittersweet like the end of summer the stakes the stakes grow higher
and higher as one by one each player spins out and disappears from the scene here we
meet vaca crippled in soul and body prefers the armor of his car to a wheelchair the ex
con brody vaca s driver is the best street racer in town reinhard a loner who has no one
and nothing but the exquisite machines he builds and races charlie the race organizer who
tells the story and connie who rolls her eyes at the whole parade never without a sarcastic
riposte but who can t stay away from the boys and their toys stunning bleakly beautiful
and laugh out loud funny l a breakdown paints a riveting portrait of 1960s los angeles
frozen in time yet disintegrating before our eyes with all the reckless speed of romantic
era mathews keeps the reader so firmly focused on horsepower hand rubbed black lacquer
paint jobs and custom pinstripes that the small epiphanies that unfold here really do sneak
up as surprising and pungent as burning oil los angeles times this handy and informative
reference manual lets you create entirely unique chevy big block engines with strokes
bores and power outputs never seen in factory configurations this book deals with the
laser induced breakdown spectroscopy libs a widely used atomic emission spectroscopy
technique for elemental analysis of materials it is based on the use of a high power short
pulse laser excitation the book is divided into two main sections the first one concerning
theoretical aspects of the technique the second one describing the state of the art in
applications of the technique in different scientific technological areas numerous examples
of state of the art applications provide the readers an almost complete scenario of the libs
technique the libs theoretical aspects are reviewed the book helps the readers who are
less familiar with the technique to understand the basic principles numerous examples of
state of the art applications give an almost complete scenario of the libs technique
potentiality these examples of applications may have a strong impact on future industrial
utilization the authors made important contributions to the development of this field laser
induced breakdown spectroscopy second edition covers the basic principles and latest
developments in instrumentation and applications of laser induced breakdown
spectroscopy libs written by active experts in the field it serves as a useful resource for
analytical chemists and spectroscopists as well as graduate students and researchers
engaged in the fields of combustion environmental science and planetary and space
exploration this fully revised second edition includes several new chapters on new libs
techniques as well as several new applications including flame and off gas measurement
pharmaceutical samples defense applications carbon sequestration and site monitoring
handheld instruments and more libs has rapidly developed into a major analytical
technology with the capability of detecting all chemical elements in a sample of real time
response and of close contact or stand off analysis of targets it does not require any
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sample preparation unlike conventional spectroscopic analytical techniques samples in the
form of solids liquids gels gases plasmas and biological materials like teeth leaves or blood
can be studied with almost equal ease this comprehensive reference introduces the topic
to readers in a simple direct and accessible manner for easy comprehension and maximum
utility covers even more applications of libs beyond the first edition including combustion
soil physics environment and life sciences includes new chapters on libs techniques that
have emerged in the last several years including femtosecond libs and molecular libs
provides inspiration for future developments in this rapidly growing field in the concluding
chapter jones bartlett learning cdx automotive cover popular mechanics inspires instructs
and influences readers to help them master the modern world whether it s practical diy
home improvement tips gadgets and digital technology information on the newest cars or
the latest breakthroughs in science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle
when thinking of a manufacturer s racing involvement amc is not a manufacturer that
immediately comes to mind yet even from the very beginning of american motorsports the
companies that became amc had some serious involvement in motorsport from the early
nash and hudson models all the way through the muscle car era amc had direct
involvement in racing the success of nash and hudson in early nascar racing amc javelins
in trans am racing and amc s involvement with mark donahue and roger penske in both
their trans am and 1970s nascar teams prove that amc was in it to win it the history of
amc motorsports from veteran racing journalist bob mcclurg covers it all from a nash
american motors corporate history the first years of nascar the 1960s efforts that included
trans am and drag racing super stock programs to the craig breedlove land speed record
efforts when 106 world records were shattered and covered by hot rod magazine and let s
not forget the 1970s trans am championships with donahue and penske and finally the
nascar success with bobby allison in the always curious looking matador which is also
covered here never before has a single volume chronicled the events that encompass amc
racing history whether a hardcore racing history fan or a casual enthusiast of the amc
street offerings the history of amc motorsports provides a unique showcase vital to every
enthusiast s library
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